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AGNs, GRBs, Galaxy Clusters, 
SNRs, Binaries, Pulsars, …
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High-Energy Astrophysics (HEA) Group 
in the High Energy Cosmic Ray Division

Created in December 2009 (T. Terasawa)
Since then - March 2012: Preparation & start up phase
April 2012-Now:  Current activity with two PDs
April 2013-: A new Research Associate (tenured) 

will join us.

Scientific Targets: 
Theoretical and Observational Studies of violent 
astrophysical phenomena, in which cosmic ray 

particles are being accelerated.

Number of graduate students: 4
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Violent astrophysical phenomena
as cosmic ray source candidates

Famous Hillas’ plot (1984) for the 
acceleration region of UHECR

Emax = ZeBL

Heliospheric Hillas’ plot
(p. 88, Fig. 1)

a: solar flare, 
b: the Van Allen belt of the earth,
c: heliospheric shocks, 
d: the earth's bow shock and kinks of the interplanetary magnetic field,
e: the magnetotail of the earth,
f: the foreshock region of the earth's bow shock

An episodic 
event in 2003
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http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/gallery/Movies/flares.html

X-ray and optical images of a historical solar flare on 
28 October, 2003
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Heliospheric Hillas’ plot
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Goes/Energetic Protons October 2003

Direct evidence of shock 
acceleration up to ~30MeV

average shock 
speed was 
~2200km/s

Solar flare

Shock 
arrival at 
the earth

Sub-relativistic proton monitor on a geostationary satellite
Nearest cosmic explosions: Aftermath (example in 2003)

Development of the Diffusive Shock Acceleration (DSA) theory has 
been based on these acceleration events within the heliosphere.
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Current research topics/HEA group  
1. Reevaluation of basic acceleration processes
(a) second order stochastic acceleration processes 

in relativistic turbulence
(b) basic theory of cyclotron resonant interaction
(c) role of neutral particles in acceleration processes

2. Pulsars and Magnetars
(a) millisecond pulsars
(b) Crab pulsar
(c) magnetars

3. Solar system plasma physics
(a) solar wind interaction with the moon

4. R/D studies
(a) CALET project
(b) Radio detection of UHECRs and extraterrestrial grains 07
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1. Reevaluation of basic acceleration processes
(b) basic theory of cyclotron resonant interaction

B0

k

 propagation angle

=45deg

p: normalized particle momentum

=0deg
n=1

p: normalized particle momentum

Scattering cross section: (p)
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PAMELA ATIC e++e-

1010                        1011                        1012 eV

109 1010                            1011eV

e+ excess

Level of normal GCR e+e-

e+/(e +e‐)

Origin of e+ excess above 10Gev?
exotic model: Dark Matter Decay Products?
non-exotic models: … neutron star origin

2. Pulsars and Magnetars
(a) millisecond pulsars (MSP)
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2. Pulsars and Magnetars
(a) millisecond pulsars (MSP)… contribution to e+ excess

MSP contribution

Normal GCR GCR+MSP

(p. 90, Fig. 3b)
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2. Pulsars and Magnetars
(b) Crab pulsar Crab nebula

Crab pulsar, the remnant of the supernova explosion in 1054 A.D., is 
one of the well-known radio pulsars. While the physical properties of 
this pulsar have been studied for more than 40 years since its discovery, 
there remains an enigma about the origin of giant radio pulses (GRPs).
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Intensity

Dynamic spectrum 
(freq. vs. time plot)

1435MHz

1405MHz

200ms

2. Pulsars and Magnetars
(b) Crab pulsar Giant Radio Pulse: an example

Crab nebula/pulsar raw data plot (Radio data from Kashima 34m dish)

nebula 
level 

33.6ms

No other normal pulses are visible,  
since they are hidden under the nebula 
background fluctuation (S/N<1/1000).

GRP

delay
~ 4.9ms
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For a long time the GRPs had been regarded as a 
phenomenon limited to the radio frequency pulsar emission. 
However, a simultaneous 3% enhancement of the optical 
emission at the GRP timing was discovered in 2003, and it 
has stimulated related works in other frequency ranges.  

We have started a correlational study between the radio and 
hard X-ray, and got some hint about the correlation. 15



Summary of observations for three seasons, 
Apr. 2010, Mar. 2011, and Sept. 2011

Pulse profiles superposed over adjacent pulse intervals around GRPs
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(p. 90, Fig. 4)
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Nature (2005)

Geotail
plasma counter

(sensitive to >50 keV
X-ray photons)

ms

ms

2. Pulsars and Magnetars
(c) magnetars

peak: saturated for 
initial ~200ms interval

peak: unsaturated
definite peak luminosity estimation 
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2. Pulsars and Magnetars
(c) magnetars

Gamma ray photons from 
this giant flare caused 
significant disturbances in 
the earth’s ionosphere.

Gamma ray 
photons 

(p. 91, 
Fig. 5)
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p.94, Table 1.  Topics of common interest: A few examples

We want to play the role of ‘theoretical engine’
for experimental cosmic ray physics in ICRR. 21



Thank you for your attention.



Backup slides



Nearest cosmic explosions: solar flares



Halloween storms LASCO C3 (Oct. 18 - Nov. 7 2003)

http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/gallery/Movies/flares.html


